
General Information:
* Read instructions through before
beginning assembly.
* Identify each piece from material
list.
* Assemble components on a non-
abrasive surface to avoid scratches.
* Do not use excessive force when
assembling components.
* In the event of missing or defective
parts please call:       1-800-236-4622

Materials Not Included:
*Bags of pre-mixed concrete.
*Four treated wood 4x4.

Tools Required:
*Drill with #2 square bit
*Tape measure
*Square
*Shovel
*Post hole digger
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Plantation Arbor
Assembly Instructions
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With supplied glue, install all caps.

Concrete

  Place assembled arbor in desired location for installation.  Be sure sides are
plumb and square.  Mark posts locations.  Move arbor and dig holes to
below frost line for your location (minimum 24�).  Fill holes with pre-mixed
concrete.  Set arbor in to concrete.  Make sure arbor is plumb, square, and
top is level.  Brace as necessary until concrete sets.  Bottom rails should
be approximately 7 3/4� from ground.

ALTERNATE INSTALLATION:
  Lay out arbor location and dig holes as indicated above.  Insert
4x4 treated posts in to bottom of vinyl arbor posts.  Posts should
be long enough to reach below frost line (minimum 24�).  Secure
with screws*.  Set arbor in to holes.  Be sure arbor is plumb,
square, and top is level.  Fill around posts with gravel or concrete.
Bottom rails should be approximately 7 3/4� from ground.
*Not included.

Approx. 7 3/4�



Insert the bottom spindles in to the bottom
and middle rails.

Insert upper spindles in to middle rail.

Place top rail over upper spindles.

Insert horizontals through bottom spindles.

Insert rails in to posts until they hit the
backsides of posts.

Insert beams through posts.

Install the two outside purlins.  These
should be snug against posts.  Secure with
screws in pre-drilled holes.

Beams should extend 3� beyond posts for the
standard 48� opening.  This measurement can be
adjusted for different inside widths.  Allow a
minimum of 2 1/4� for installation of beam caps.
For smaller opening you may want to cut off
excess beams.  Secure with screws in pre-drilled
holes.

Install remaining purlins.  Purlins should be
spaced 14 3/8� center to center for the standard
48� opening.  For different openings, space
purlins equally between outside purlins.  Secure
with screws in pre-drilled holes.

Use a square to ensure that rails and posts form a
90 degree angle.  Install screws in to pre-drilled
holes.  Be sure not to over-tighten screws.  Repeat
for other side.

*For Plantaion MW see
supplimental instructions.


